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Abstract: The paper offers with layout, execution and evaluation of a digital differential machine meant for mild electric 
powered automobiles. Its performance is primarily supported on splitting the torque evenly for two unbiased brushless DC 

vehicles established within an identical axis of the automobile & immediately linked to both the wheel. This constellation lets 
in cars to revolve at one-of-a-kind velocities when the automobile follows a curve. The system finds as well as rectifies the 
skidding of any friction wheel/wheels. 

The principle characteristic of the projected device is that it doesn’t need a particular sensor to evaluate the guidance attitude 

and the velocity of the drive wheels. Every other crucial function is the miles applied exploiting widespread electric bicycle 
regulators and leading reason Arduino software. These additives are economical and to be had nearly everywhere in the world.  

Keywords: electric powered differential, digital Differential, mild electric powered vehicle, Mobility efficiency, guidance 

sensorless control 

 

1. Introduction  

Mild electric vehicles are presently one of a maximum vital substitutes to get the goal of sustainable urban 

mobility [1], Despite the fact that the idea of LEV isn't always flawlessly described, we can keep in mind that it 

may be applied to the ones automobiles whose weight is of the equal order as the full weight of the passengers for 

which they are propounded.. 

So, its important function is the low weight, which ends up in a totally low power consumption & accordingly, 

a mobility performance superior to that traditional electric powered automobiles. 

The LEVs most used today are two-wheeled models: Electric powered bicycles, mopeds and motorcycles [2]. 

In addition to their reduced weight, every other benefit of LEVs is that they have got a unmarried power wheel. 

So, the manipulate device and the motor (usually a hub motor) have low complexity and value. 

However, those cars have 3 fundamental pitfalls: A excessive aerodynamic coefficient (that has a pessimistic 

effect to their strength regulation), the operator's publicity up to the climate and occasional stability at low 

measure. 

The three-wheeled and closed body LEV’s appear as an advanced alternative to two-wheeled motors because 

they conquer these drawbacks [3]. They also have a single pressure wheel, so each the manipulate system and 

the motor are as easy and inexpensive as the ones of wheeled vehicles. But, three-wheeled LEVs also have 

setbacks. One of them is the low seizing balance , that limits the maximum velocity below those conditions [4]. 

Despite the fact that there are state-of-the-art solution to enhance the balance of tricycles which includes incline 

wheeled designs [5]. Most frequent answer to improve balance is the use of four-whirled waggons. 

The electricity train of 4-wheel cars is extra complex than the electricity teach of tricycles since it need to 

allow that the two power wheels rotate at different speeds whilst assaulting. The mechanical machine that permits 

this mode of working is referred to as differential. 

The application of mechanical differential is significant in numerous conventional VEs or yet in a few light 

electric vehicles [6], but, it has the downside of being very heavy. The mechanical differential is not suitable to be 

used in the LEVS due to an excessive weight. For these vehicles it's far tremendous to accomplish an electronic or 

electrical differential gadget (ED). 

The leading traits of the ED are [7]: 

- There may be no mechanical linkage between the 2 force wheels. Each of them is accompanied to an 

electric powered motor that is autonomously managed. 

- The traction (friction) power is one at a time applied to every wheel by using its controller. 
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- Whilst colonizing, the controller will practice less strength to the inner wheel. 

- The ED replicates a differential lock even as the front wheels are riding instantly tracks. 

The use of an ED also lets in to enhance the stableness of tricycles with two power wheels [8]. There are 

distinctive ways to implement an ED. a few are complex, along with the "aspect slip control", which lies within 

the torque in every motor is regulated to enhance the yaw rate of the vehicle [9]. But, the simplest manner to 

enforce an ED is to use the equivalent torque to each of the using wheels [10]. Even on this best form of 

execution, a controller of these characteristics presents a level of complexity pretty advanced to the usual 

controllers of electrical bicycles that are designed to alter the strength of a single motor. Therefore, using this kind 

of low cost and big controllers should be discarded, with the consequent increase inside the ordinary cost of the 

device. Most of ED controllers require at the least sensors to degree the rate of the using wheels, the 

modern-day of each motor and the guidance attitude [11]. 

However, a few controller designs take away a number of these sensors to benefit simplicity on the rate of 

decreasing a few in their functions. On this line, a controller lacking wheel velocity sensors is prefered in 

[12] and some other controller lacking guidance attitude sensors or velocity sensors is schemed in [13]. Both 

designs are implemented to VEs pushed with induction vehicles. 

In [13] trendy industrial frequency converters are used as opposed to the design of a brand new form of 

controller. This permits acquiring the blessings of high reliability, moderate charge and vast radius of merchandise 

and providers. 

In this, LEV prepared with BLDC cars and popular electric bicycle controllers. The control machine has been 

finished with the Arduino platform, which lets in the addition of special functions which include traction 

manipulate and anti-lock wheel device. 

2.Literature Review 

The idea to use electrical motors to drive a vehicle surfaced when the innovation of the motor itself. 

From 1897 to 1900, EVs became twenty eighth of the whole vehicles and were most well-liked over the 

interior combustion engine (ICE). 

EVs are often thought of as a mix of various subsystems. Every of those systems move with one another to 

form the heat unit work, and there square measure multiple technologies which will be used to control the 

subsystems. 

In Figure one, key elements of those subsystems and their contribution to the whole system is in contestible. A 

number of these elements need to work extensively with some of the others, whereas some need to move terribly 

less. Regardless of the case is also, it is the combined work of these systems that build associate degree heat unit 

operate. 

3.Work Approach 

3.1.Concept Fundamentals 

The working principle of operation of the proposed ED is to make sure that the 2 automobiles of the electricity 

educate deliver the identical torque and can rotate at limited rush. The torque-speed curves of a BLDC motor for 

exceptional values of the applied voltage (equal to the responsibility cycle of the control sign) are proven. The 

operating factor of the two cars whilst the vehicle is visiting in a directly line at medium pace is likewise 

represented (we assume that the two engines have same traits and the torque set point TC is about with the aid of 

the pedal), When the steerage device forces the car to detect a curve, the torque of every motor (TL and TR) may 

be modified to permit every wheel to show at a unique speed (before the response of the manage gadget 

takes place), Given this variation of the torque delivered to every wheel, the control system acts to reduce the 

duty cycle of the manipulate sign of the internal wheel motor (left) and growth that of the outer wheel till the 

torque introduced by means of each cars returns to be identical to the set point set with the aid of the accelerator , 

In this new state, the speed of the vehicles is good enough to trace the deviate instinctively. 

3.2.Hardware 

Variations of hardware were evolved to implement the ED proposed in this paper. Within the first  version, 

most effective sensors have been used to degree the contemporary applied to every motor. The torque added 

through a BLDC motor is proportional to its current, so it is able to be expected by using measuring that 
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contemporary. In this model there is no speed sensor to be had to degree the pace of the pushed wheels. This has 

the drawback that strange conditions, together with blocking or slipping of a wheel, can’t be detected. 

 

To conquer this hassle a second hardware model has been made. in this version the signals of the hall impact 

sensors of the BLDC motors were used to estimate the rotation pace of the wheels. On this manner, it has now not 

been vital to add any new pace sensor to the device. 

 

Figure 1 Hardware, General Block Diagram 

The main additives of the hardware are the subsequent: 

1) BLDC controllers. 

Two Infineon 17A standard bicycle controllers have been used. 

2) BLDC cars 

Two BLDC motors have been used for imposing the ED. The kind of motor changed into the 9 Continent 

RH205B. 

3) Velocity and current sensors 

Pace and present day sensors had been joined in a unique device for every wheel. we've used 

unidirectional “shunt” sensors to degree the modern, 

while speed sensors utilize the corridor effect sensors which can be already incorporated in BLDC vehicles. 

4) Arduino platform 

The microcontroller used to put in force the control algorithm is the Arduino UNO platform 

5) Digital potentiometer 
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Electric powered bicycle standard controllers use a potentiometer to set the responsibility cycle of the output 

transistors manage signal. 

In this way the energy introduced to the motor is regulated. This potentiometer establishes a voltage on the 

enter of the controller that varies from 1V to about 4V. 

The potentiometer may be removed by using making use of without delay to the input of the controller the 

output of a virtual to analog converter (DAC). The Arduino zero and Arduino DUE platforms have this form of 

outputs, so they could be utilized by connecting them directly to the controller input. 

This permits the automated regulation of the voltage at the input of the controller at a degree installed through 

the manipulate set of rules performed via the Arduino platform. However, in our hardware version we've got used 

an Arduino UNO platform, which does now not have DAC outputs. Therefore, the answer implemented has been 

the substitute of the potentiometers of the controller via virtual potentiometers regulated via Arduino. We have 

applied 

1. IC MCP4251, which includes two digital potentiometers, one for each motor. 

4.Software 

4.1.Main program 

The operation manner is the subsequent. The accelerator sets the torque set factor that each cars ought to 

supply. That is obtained by means of the Arduino, which also reads the remarks of the modern-day flowing 

through the vehicles, which is measured by way of the present day sensors. Attending to the set point and the 

comments, the program executes a Proportional- fundamental manipulate to attain the premiere values of the 

control indicators. Those values are ship to the virtual potentiometers that regulates the output stage of the motors 

controllers. 

4.2.Traction Control 

Based at the minimal turning radius (rmin) that can be traced by means of the car (the radius of the 

circumference that traces the outer wheel), the ratio of the speeds of the power wheels ought to be inside the 

regulation. The slip of any of the drive wheels is detected when the ratio (fraction) of the speeds of each wheels is 

outdoor the range proven in equation (1). 

 

Where, d is distance bet’n the drive wheels 

In this example, the traction manipulate set of rules reduces the set factor of the wheel that rotates at a higher 

pace till the ratio of the speeds of both wheels is once more within that brake. This set of rules works nicely every 

time handiest one of the drive wheels slips, however it is not beneficial while the two wheels do. 

This quandary may be conquer if the automobile has a velocity sensor coupled to any of the non-pushed 

wheels, typically the front steerage wheels. Assuming a tricycle with a single front non-pressure wheel and that 

this wheel does not slip, the equation as following: 

 

in which vF is the speed of the the  front wheel and vR the rate of any of the traction whirls. The slip of any of 

the power wheels is detected when the price of this ratio is outdoor the ones limits. 

4.3.System Testing and Results 

The system has been set up on a prototype and then tested so as to check its overall performance. The 

prototype consists on a three-wheel vehicle derived of a bicycle with a bar assist which holds the two rear wheels. 
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BLDC cars are immediately coupled to those wheels. 

To test the performance of the ED, the car has been subjected to the worst case take a look at: a round route 

with the minimal radius. The car has been driven on a circumference with a radius of four meters and the 

contemporary and velocity records from the motors has been collected and analyzed. 

5.Discussion 

The first and the last stretch, wherein both wheels bring the identical pace, correspond to the initial and final 

straight trajectory. It is observable that when the trajectory will become curve then the inner wheel speed (the right 

wheel in this situation) is lower than the outer one (left one). On the different hand, the current sign remains more 

or less equal for both motors, which signifies that the torque is the equal. It has been additionally compared the 

theoretical pace ratio among both wheels to the experimental fee, obtaining an errors of two ,03%. This error is 

within the expected range, due to the problem of retaining an precise radius of four meters throughout the whole 

route. 

From the evaluation of these records we can set up that the ED works efficiently at low velocity in sharp 

curves while there may be no slip on any of the wheels. 

Output 

It is observable that when the trajectory becomes curve, the inner wheel speed (the left wheel in this case) is 

lower than the outer one (right one). On the other Hand, the current signal remains practically identical for both 

motors, which means that the torque is the same. 

We can reduce the torque of motor whose rotation is slow as compared to other Handed for better stability of 

the vehicle while turning or at the curves of the road. The output graph is shown below. 

 

Figure 2 Output 

6.Conclusions 

It has been proven that it is feasible to carry out an electronic differential device without guidance angle 

sensors nor devoted speed sensors. 
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The hardware of the device is based totally on fashionable BLDC cars and controllers and the general motive 

Arduino platform. 

Its main characteristics are very small weight and low cost. This makes it very appropriate to be used in mild 

electric vehicles with multiple force wheel. So as to perform an extra exhaustive assessment of the proposed 

machine, new checks must be carried out at a higher speeds and in situations of slippage of power educate wheels. 
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